
Dear MSP Members:

Your bargaining team is hard at work! As of March 27, all initial proposals from MSP and the
administration have been presented, and we are preparing to discuss counter-proposals. We
are committed to winning a great contract. As we move into the final months of the semester, we
will be bringing members to the table to fight for what is most important to them. Now is the time
to let us know if you are excited to testify on any of these issues!

We have presented a strong, thoughtful set of proposals that benefit faculty and librarians and
the university as a whole, including across-the-board raises to catch up with years of inflation,
and with special attention to items that have not been substantially updated for many years,
including salary floors, merit raises, and support funds. We have also presented proposals to
improve equity (including child care, sabbatical equity, and assistance with immigration) and
climate justice (including green transportation). The full summary of MSP’s principles and
proposals can be found here [https://umassmsp.org/campaigns/contract-bargaining/].

The administration has put forward a set of proposals that significantly curtail our members’
rights and which we cannot accept, including:

● allowing administrators to mandate online teaching
● increasing the probationary period before NTT faculty obtain continuing appointment
● reducing self-governance rights for librarians
● speeding up the termination process for employees on extended sick leave or facing
other life-interrupting challenges
● limiting the scope of the salary equity review process
● preventing MSP from bringing members to grievance hearings
● removing minimum stipends for summer and winter teaching
● allowing administration to change numerous policies that affect faculty without
bargaining with MSP (including policies related to sabbatical and other leave policies,
intellectual property, conflict of interest, outside consulting, and additional compensation
policies)

Please let us know which issues matter most to you and which you will help us win! We will be
back in touch with specific times/dates of relevant bargaining sessions in the near future.

In solidarity,

Jeremy Smith
Kate Hudson
Katie D’Urso
Lori Reardon
Marc Liberatore
Sigrid Schmalzer
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